The following page is taken from the South Oxfordshire County Council’s Register of Graves at
the main Wallingford Cemetery [New Extension].
This particular page covers 1947 [although one grave has a further burial in 1950 and again in
1954].
The graves are numbered 4253 to 4256 and are for the months of June and July.
**Herbert’s grave is U17. Note that it is “CONSECRATED” ground, and that the grave was
purchased almost certainly by Herbert Lott himself in his life time. That means that Herbert Lott
actually owned his grave [a freehold rather than a leasehold plot of land] until 1997 [see below –
definitions] but despite the time-frame, I am officially informed that we [the Navy] will not need
planning permission to add things to his grave, always assuming that whatever tombstone is
chosen meets those criteria set by the County Council, the administrators for the cemetery.**
The funeral was quickly arranged [although his end would have been expected] for he died on
Thursday the 10th July and was buried on the Monday the 14th, effectively just one working day’s
notice.
Of some interest is the cost of his interment which at £5-0-0d [£5-00] which was many times
more expensive than any other interment on this list, and a whopping 900% more than dear old
Alice Freeman of two days before.
** SOME DEFINITIONS
Unpurchased grave
An unpurchased grave, sometimes known as a public or common grave, is where the right to burial
cannot be bought and the council has total control of the grave.
These graves can be bought within three years of the last burial. The council will decide who will be
buried in the grave and this might not be members of the same family.
No memorial rights exist on public graves so no headstone or other memorial can be put up.
Purchased grave
A purchased grave is where the right of burial can be bought for a period of 50 years, with an option of
another 25 years.
The owner of the right of burial can decide who will be buried in the grave and memorials are allowed in
line with our cemetery regulations
Consecrated Ground
Most cemeteries have consecrated (blessed as sacred) and unconsecrated areas where graves can be
purchased. The consecrated ground is consecrated by the Church of England, and all Anglicans are
buried in such ground. Non Conformists, Catholics, Quakers, Jews, etc were buried in unconsecrated
th
ground in the mid 19 century, but today, it is generally accepted that Christians, notwithstanding their
denomination, are buried in consecrated ground. Other religions can, and do, bless the ground in which
their loved ones are buried, but, since the Church of England is the recognised Church of our land, such
consecrations are parochial and are not recognised on the statute book.

